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Simultaneous Etching and Oxidation of Vicinal Si(100) Surfaces:
Atomistic Lattice-Gas Modeling of Morphological Evolution
Abstract
Exposure of a vicinal Si(100) surface to oxygen at about 10−8Torr for temperatures between about 500 and
700°C produces etching-mediated step recession in competition with oxide island formation. Furthermore,
the oxide islands can locally pin the receding steps and thus produce complex surface morphologies. An
atomistic lattice-gas model is developed to describe these processes which accounts for the complex interplay
between the oxygen surface chemistry and the silicon surface and step dynamics. The oxygen related-
processes include dissociative adsorption, diffusion, oxide formation, and etching via SiO desorption. The
silicon surface processes include: conversion of single vacancies formed by etching to divacancies and Si
adatoms, anisotropic diffusion and aggregation (primarily at step edges) of these divacancies and Si adatoms,
and Si ad-dimer attachment-detachment dynamics at steps which reflects anisotropic energetics. Kinetic
Monte Carlo simulation of this model allows characterization of the evolving step morphologies. Steps retain
some qualitative features of their equilibrium structure, i.e., alternating rough SB steps and smooth SA steps,
although etching tends to produce step pairing, and pinning produces protruding “finger” morphologies.
These morphological features are seen in scanning tnneling microscopy studies. We also comment on other
aspects of evolution such as a mixed pit nucleation and step flow mode, and compare behavior with step flow
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Exposure of a vicinal Si100 surface to oxygen at about 10−8 Torr for temperatures between about 500 and
700 °C produces etching-mediated step recession in competition with oxide island formation. Furthermore, the
oxide islands can locally pin the receding steps and thus produce complex surface morphologies. An atomistic
lattice-gas model is developed to describe these processes which accounts for the complex interplay between
the oxygen surface chemistry and the silicon surface and step dynamics. The oxygen related-processes include
dissociative adsorption, diffusion, oxide formation, and etching via SiO desorption. The silicon surface pro-
cesses include: conversion of single vacancies formed by etching to divacancies and Si adatoms, anisotropic
diffusion and aggregation primarily at step edges of these divacancies and Si adatoms, and Si ad-dimer
attachment-detachment dynamics at steps which reflects anisotropic energetics. Kinetic Monte Carlo simula-
tion of this model allows characterization of the evolving step morphologies. Steps retain some qualitative
features of their equilibrium structure, i.e., alternating rough SB steps and smooth SA steps, although etching
tends to produce step pairing, and pinning produces protruding “finger” morphologies. These morphological
features are seen in scanning tnneling microscopy studies. We also comment on other aspects of evolution such
as a mixed pit nucleation and step flow mode, and compare behavior with step flow type growth during Si
molecular beam epitaxy.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.72.195420 PACS numbers: 81.65.Cf, 68.35.Fx, 68.47.Fg, 68.55.Ac
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular oxygen can react with various surfaces of sili-
con to produce etching, described by the mechanism
Sisolid+ 12O2gas→SiOgas+surface vacancy. Alterna-
tively, it can react to produce surface oxide formation, de-
scribed by Sisolid+O2gas→SiO2solid.1 At high surface
temperatures T, the lifetime of surface oxygen is small
since SiO desorption is rapid, and etching of the surface or
“active oxidation” dominates.1,2 At low T, SiO desorption is
inhibited or inoperative and the formation of the surface ox-
ide predominates. Since the existence of oxide islands on the
surface passivates or masks the underlying Si from etching,
this regime is also described as “passive oxidation.”1,3 For
moderate T, there is a transition regime involving competi-
tion between both etching and oxide formation which can
lead to complex surface morphologies.4–9 Behavior also de-
pends somewhat on oxygen pressure, these regimes and the
transition between them shifting to lower temperatures for
lower pressures. The transition regime occurs at around
500–700 °C for oxygen pressures of about 10−8 Torr.5
For studies on perfectly flat low-index Si100 or Si111
surfaces, or on slightly miscut low-index surfaces where the
terrace widths far exceed relevant diffusion lengths, initial
exposure to oxygen at higher T leads to the nucleation and
growth of monolayer deep etch pits.1,2,6,8,10,11 This process is
believed to be mediated by the formation, diffusion and sub-
sequent aggregation of surface vacancies.2,10,11 Continued
exposure to oxygen leads to coalescence of these etch pits,
and ultimately to pit formation in lower layers, i.e., to
multilayer etching. This picture should apply generally to
other surfaces of silicon.12 In the transition regime at lower
T, oxide islands are also formed which protect the underlying
substrate from etching. Thus, prolonged etching leads to the
formation of cone-shaped Si nanoprotrusions as multiple lay-
ers surrounding these oxide islands are etched away.7,8
Typical silicon 100 or 111 surfaces are not perfectly
flat, but rather vicinal having a significant miscut angle rela-
tive to the 100 or 111 orientations. Such vicinal surfaces
exhibit a staircase morphology being crossed by a somewhat
periodic array of steps.4,13,14 Etching of such surfaces can
produce step recession, during which it is commonly be-
lieved that the vacancies resulting from etching diffuse to
and erode step edges.4,5,10,12 This picture is consistent with
that above of vacancy-diffusion mediated etch pit formation
on flat surfaces. At high T, etching could potentially result in
a pure step flow regime, but at lower T etching can also
produce nucleation and growth of vacancy etch pits at least
on broader terraces.7 Simultaneous formation of oxide is-
lands in the transition regime at lower T produces pinning
centers which interfere with this step recession process, and
result in the creation of protruding “fingers.”4,5 Many of
these features are revealed in scanning tunneling microscopy
STM studies.4–7,12 As an aside, it should be noted that some
of the features described above for step-flow etching should
have analogues for step-flow growth on Si surfaces during Si
molecular beam epitaxy MBE.14 Since step-flow growth
has been analyzed in detail both in experiment and atomistic
modeling,14 some comparison is appropriate of these previ-
ous studies with the current analysis of behavior during etch-
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ing. We emphasize, however, that description of the etching
process is significantly more complex at the atomistic level.
The above observations motivate us to develop an atom-
istic lattice-gas model which can describe the basic features
of simultaneous etching and oxidation on vicinal Si100 sur-
faces. Such modeling should include a realistic description of
key surface diffusion processes especially for surface vacan-
cies which impacts the evolution of nonequilibrium surface
morphologies. This feature was not emphasized in previous
modeling.6 Our goal is to elucidate the complex interplay
between the surface chemistry of etching and oxidation, and
the Si100 surface and step dynamics. The output of the
model as determined by kinetic Monte Carlo KMC simu-
lation see Appendix A will be a detailed characterization of
the evolution of nonequilibrium surface morphology of the
etched vicinal surface, which can be compared against ex-
perimental STM observations. In Sec. II, we first provide
further background and details on the key surface processes
operating in the rather complex oxygen+Si100 system.
Then, in Sec. III, we describe the ingredients of our atomistic
lattice-gas model. Some benchmarking analysis of the be-
havior of this model for a flat singular Si100 surface, as
well as associated parameter determination, is presented in
Sec. IV. Then, in Sec. V, we present results from our simu-
lation studies for the etched surface morphology of vicinal
Si100. Finally, we offer some further discussion and a sum-
mary of our findings in Sec. VI.
II. FURTHER CHARACTERIZATION OF THE VICINAL
Si„100…+OXYGEN SYSTEM
A comprehensive characterization of the vicinal Si100
+oxygen system, which can guide the development of our
atomistic lattice-gas LG model, involves specification of
both the vicinal Si100 surface structure and dynamics, as
well as the oxygen surface chemistry. Both of these are de-
scribed in detail below and indicated schematically in Fig. 1.
Equilibrium structure and dynamics of vicinal Si(100)
surfaces. The clean Si100 surface reconstructs so that Si
surface atoms pair to form dimers, thereby reducing the
number of dangling bonds from two to one per atom. These
surface dimers are aligned side-to-side in rows, the direction
of which indicated by the thin lines in Fig. 1 alternates
between consecutive terraces separated by monatomic
steps.13,14 This feature of surface structure, and the tendency
for etching to create divacancies as described below, means
that the dimer is the natural building block for the descrip-
tion of surface structure in our lattice-gas model, see Sec. III.
One particularly significant feature of the Si100 surface
is a strong anisotropy in the attractive interactions between
surface dimers: the interaction between adjacent dimers
within the same dimer row is much stronger than between
adjacent dimers in neighboring dimer rows.13 This interac-
tion anisotropy implies a high kink creation energy on so-
called SA steps which run parallel to the dimer rows on the
upper terrace bordering the step. This is because creation of
kinks on SA steps corresponds to breaking “strong bonds”
between dimers in the same row. Here, we are using the
terms “bonds” in the sense of interactions in a lattice-gas
model, rather than implying strong chemical bonds. Like-
wise, this anisotropy implies a low kink creation energy for
SB steps which run orthogonal to dimer rows, as kink cre-
ation on SB steps corresponds to breaking “weak bonds” be-
tween dimers in neighboring rows. Consequently, this aniso-
tropy in kink creation energies leads to the well-known
feature of alternating rough or meandering SB steps, and
smooth or nearly straight SA steps, on a vicinal Si100
surface.13 Given these two different types of steps, it is con-
ventional to distinguish two distinct types of terraces: TA
terraces are those above SA steps for which the dimer rows
run along the direction of the terrace; TB terraces are those
above SB steps for which the dimer rows runs across the
terrace.
It should also be noted that the interaction anisotropy im-
plies a low step energy for SA steps reflecting the feature that
only “weak bonds” between dimers in neighboring rows
need to be broken to create the step. It also implies a high
step energy for SB steps since “strong bonds” between dimers
in the same row must be broken in creating the step. This
impacts the equilibrium shape of adatom islands15 or va-
cancy pits16 on the Si100 surface. Both tend to be elliptical
with their longer sides oriented in the direction of the low-
energy SA steps. This observation is relevant for our studies,
since etching can produce vacancy pits.
A detailed description of local equilibrium step structure
on Si100 should also reflect the feature that kinked steps
are for the most part composed of units of pairs of dimers, so
kink heights are mostly in multiples of 2a where a denotes
the lattice constant of the unreconstructed surface. Further-
more, the dominant mass-transport mechanism facilitating
equilibration at step edges is often assumed to involve de-
FIG. 1. Color online Schematic of key atomistic processes
involved in the etching and oxidation of vicinal Si100 and incor-
porated into our LG modeling: dissociative adsorption of O2 gas,
nucleation and growth oxide islands mediated by O diffusion, etch-
ing by desorption of SiO to create single vacancies SV, which
convert to divacancies DV and Si adatoms, erosion of steps and
possible formation of vacancy pits mediated by DV diffusion; pin-
ning of receding steps by oxide islands, and attachment and detach-
ment of Si ad-dimers at step edges. Adjacent terraces descending
from left to right are separated by monoatomic steps. The alternat-
ing direction of the Si dimers rows corresponding to the preferred
direction of diffusion of DV’s, Si adatoms and ad-dimers is indi-
cated by thin straight lines.
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tachment and reattachment, effectively in units of pairs of
dimers. Thus, several previous modeling studies focused on
equilibrium step structure and dynamics were based on
attachment-detachment of dimer pairs subject to anisotropic
nearest-neighbor interactions, but also including weaker
longer range next-neighbor interactions or additional corner
energies.13,17 However, the basic features of nonequilibrium
mesoscale step, island, or pit structure and dynamics, which
are of relevance in our study, can be effectively captured by
other modeling formulations, see Sec. III.
Interaction of oxygen with the Si(100) surface. Molecular
oxygen absorbs dissociatively on the Si100 surface. The
constituent O adatoms do not immediately nucleate an oxide
island, but rather typically separate via thermal surface
diffusion.1,8 This suggests that two adjacent O adatoms do
not form a stable nucleus for an oxide cluster, i.e., the critical
size measured by the number of O atoms above which ox-
ide clusters are stable exceeds unity. In other words, the
nucleation of oxide islands, which is mediated by diffusion
of O adatoms, is reversible at typical surface temperatures.8
There have been several studies of oxide nucleation follow-
ing exposure to H2O,18,19 and after exposure to oxygen at
lower T where there is a high O-adatom buildup.20 However,
the behavior in the regime of interest for this study is likely
rather different.
Some detailed insights into the oxygen adsorption
and etching energetics have been obtained from ab
initio surface-integrated-molecular-orbital–molecular-
mechanics SIMOMM analyses.21,22 In this approach, a
cluster of Si substrate atoms surrounding the adsorption or
etching site is treated with high-level MO methods, and this
cluster is embedded in a larger region treated at a much
lower MM level. Such an analysis of the O+Si100 system
supports the previous density functional theory DFT
studies23 which indicated that there are multiple configura-
tions of strongly adsorbed surface O which can rapidly
interconvert.22 These are naturally treated collectively as a
single adsorbed state in our modeling. The SIMOMM
analysis22 also finds no evidence for a distinct weakly ad-
sorbed species often postulated to mediate etching, a feature
incorporated into previous “dual species” modeling,1,7,9 but
not in our “single-species” modeling. The barrier for surface
diffusion for O adatoms has not yet been directly calculated
from SIMMOM. However, studies for local motion of O
between different adsorption sites suggest a diffusion barrier
in the range 2.0–2.5 eV, which is consistent with earlier
DFT studies.18
The desorption barrier for SiO is the key parameter con-
trolling the transition from active to passive oxidation upon
lowering T. Estimates in the literature range from 2 Ref.
2 to 4 eV Ref. 1 with SIMOMM predicting a value
closer to 4 eV for a perfect surface.22 When a single O ada-
tom reacts with i.e., etches a defect-free portion of the flat
Si100 surface by desorbing as a volatile SiO species,1 a
single vacancy SV is created. This SV is believed to
quickly convert to a divacancy DV by ejecting the remain-
ing single unpaired Si atom up onto the Si100 surface.24
Thus, etching creates both DV’s and single Si adatoms, the
surface diffusion dynamics of which will be described in
Sec. III.
We should also emphasize that SIMOMM indicates sub-
stantially lower barriers for SiO desorption resulting from
reaction of O with Si which are not paired in a surface
dimer.22 This would include reaction of O with Si adatoms
created from previous etching events when the SV formed by
etching converts to a DV. The barrier for reaction of O with
an Si ad-dimer is also plausibly lower than for reaction with
a dimer embedded in a defect-free portion of the Si100
surface, an issue pursued in Appendix B.
III. LATTICE-GAS MODEL FOR THE VICINAL Si„100…
+OXYGEN SYSTEM
In this work, we implement a lattice-gas LG model to
describe the numerous aspects of etching and oxidation of
vicinal Si100. Below, we separately describe the compo-
nents of the model pertaining to the silicon surface dynam-
ics, and to the oxygen surface chemistry. The KMC simula-
tion algorithm used to implement this model is described
briefly in Appendix A. Some refinements to the model de-
scribed below are discussed in Appendix B. Most simulation
results presented in this paper will correspond to a surface
temperature of 550 °C. This temperature is chosen some-
what below that of most available experimental data at
600 °C or above. This is because we wish to enhance the
oxide island density to induce the pinning effects of interest
in the early stages of etching which are more readily acces-
sible to simulation.
Dynamics of the Si(100) surface. Our atomistic LG mod-
eling is designed to capture the mesoscale features of surface
morphology described above in Sec. II. One could consider
building the LG model using one of three possible types of
basic units. i Individual Si atoms which would provide the
most flexibility, but this level of detail is unnecessary for our
study see below. ii Si dimers which is a particularly natu-
ral choice for our study since a key surface species created
by etching is a divacancy. Si adatoms also generated by etch-
ing will be treated as a separate species see below. iii
Pairs of dimers as often used for studies of equilibrium struc-
ture, since this automatically produces the propensity for
double-height kinks. This propensity, while likely diminished
for nonequilibrium etching, could be reproduced in a model
based on single dimers where detachment of one dimer is
quickly followed by that of a second. However, it is not
essential to incorporate this local feature of step structure
given that the mesoscale step structure of primary interest in
our study. Furthermore, it is not so convenient to treat the
key surface divacancy species in approach iii.
Thus, in our type ii modeling, the Si100 surface is
regarded as built up of Si ad-dimers, and these are located at
the sites of a regular simple cubic lattice. We must specify
the orientation of the dimer rows which alternates between
adjacent layers. We assume anisotropic lateral interactions
between nearest-neighbor dimer units: a strong attraction
s0 between dimers in the same row i.e., in the direction
parallel to the dimer rows, and a weak attraction w0
between dimers in adjacent rows i.e., in the direction or-
thogonal to the dimer rows. These interactions will be se-
lected as s0.4 eV and w0.1 eV so that our model
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mimics the mesoscale equilibrium step structure on vicinal
Si100, see Sec. IV.
Our model incorporates detachment, terrace diffusion, and
reattachment of Si dimers at step edges with hop rates as-
sumed to have Arrhenius form hSi2=Si2 exp−ESi2. Here,
=1/ kBT denotes the inverse temperature, the attempt fre-
quency is chosen as Si2=1012/ s, and ESi2 denotes the
direction-dependent activation barrier which also depends
on the local configuration, as described below. Terrace dif-
fusion of an Si ad-dimer is described by a barrier of ESi2
=Ed, where Ed=Edf =1.0 eV for “fast” hopping along the
dimer rows, and Ed=Eds=1.3 eV for “slow” hopping or-
thogonal to these rows.25,26 Barriers for intralayer detach-
ment at step edges are chosen as ESi2=Ed+nww+nss.
Here, nw denotes the number of in-layer neighbors in adja-
cent dimers rows, and ns the number in the same row, prior
to detachment, and Ed is chosen according to the direction of
hopping. This type of Clarke-Vvedensky bond-counting
model of activation barriers for surface diffusion27 has been
applied previously in studies of Si MBE where anisotropic
interactions are also critical.28
Our modeling will also incorporate interlayer diffusion of
dimers at step edges i.e., hopping down of isolated dimers,
or detachment from the step edge by hopping up onto the
upper terrace. We adopt the same form for the barriers as
described above for intralayer hopping except that we set
Ed=1/2Edf +Eds=1.15 eV, an arbitrary but reasonable
choice. Attachment rates and barriers for the reverse process
are determined by detailed balance. Hops up and down mul-
tiple height steps are allowed.
The above generic bond-counting prescription of Si dimer
hopping dynamics does allow DV formation at step edges,
and DV diffusion via hopping of adjacent Si dimers into the
DV location. The diffusion barrier for this indirect DV hop-
ping process, as determined by the above bond-counting pre-
scription, is either EDV=Edf +w+2s=1.9 eV for hopping
in the direction of the underlying dimer row or EDV=Eds
+2s+w=1.9 eV for hopping orthogonal to the underlying
dimer row. This diffusion pathway just happens to be iso-
tropic for our parameter choice. However, the experimen-
tally observed “fast” diffusion of divacancies is strongly an-
isotropic, with a significantly lower value of EDVf =1.7 eV
for hopping in the direction of the surface dimer row.29 We
thus refine the above generic prescription of silicon dynam-
ics by incorporating an additional direct fast diffusion path-
way for isolated DV’s along dimer rows with rate hDVf
=DVf exp−EDVf. We use the observed barrier of EDVf
=1.7 eV and prefactor of DVf =1016/ s.29 This special feature
of our model deviating from generic bond counting is key to
incorporating the appropriate diffusive transport kinetics for
DV’s. To preserve detailed-balance, this direct pathway is
not operative for hops which destroy isolated vacancies such
as incorporation at step edges or aggregation with other
DV’s.
We also do not allow surface dimers which are embedded
in a terrace with coordination number of four to hop up onto
the terrace. We assume that this process is rare, and as a
result is not significant. Thus, we cannot allow the reverse
process of filling of isolated DV’s by diffusing dimers, as
this would violate detailed-balance and corrupt the equilib-
rium structure of the model. This implies that DV’s which
diffuse to ascending steps cannot erode them, as the required
“hopping up” of a DV corresponds to hopping down of a Si
dimer to fill the DV. Thus, step erosion mediated by terrace
diffusion of DV’s occurs only at descending steps.
Interaction of oxygen with the Si(100) surface. In our ato-
mistic LG model, molecular oxygen adsorbs dissociatively at
a rate of F=0.0016/s per site on adjacent empty sites of the
Si substrate, i.e., on sites not covered by adsorbed O or ox-
ide. This rate corresponds roughly to an oxygen pressure of
PO2=610−8 Torr, where we assume that F2.7104
PO2.8 Isolated O adatoms are assumed to diffuse isotropically
to adjacent sites on the surface with hop rate hO=O exp
−EdO, where EdO=2.4 eV and O=1016/ s.18 An O ada-
tom with one neighboring O can still hop, but with rate gen-
erally reduced from hO by a factor r typically set to unity
here. However, O adatoms with two or more neighboring
O’s are regarded as immobilized into oxide islands. This is
an idealized treatment of reversible formation of oxide is-
lands, which, of course, neglects oxide structure. However, it
will suffice to produce reasonable behavior for those features
of oxide formation which are most relevant for our study,
specifically the observed oxide island densities and the oxy-
gen uptake kinetics as discussed in Sec. IV.8 In our mod-
eling, we assume that O adatom hopping and oxide nucle-
ation is insensitive to Si surface structure, i.e., O can hop
across steps at the same rate as for terrace diffusion, and O
on adjacent terraces with different heights can still partici-
pate in the formation of oxide islands.8
It is also possible for O adatoms to etch the underlying
Si atoms to create desorbing SiO at rate dSiO=SiO exp
−ESiO, where we set SiO=41019/ s,1 and choose
ESiO=3.23 eV. The oxide island density is quite sensitive to
the value of ESiO which is chosen to roughly recover experi-
mental observations, see Sec. IV. Each etching event involv-
ing a Si embedded in a terrace creates a SV, which in our
modeling immediately converts to a DV and a Si adatom.11
Occasionally, etching occurs by direct reaction with step
edge dimers, which causes recession of the step edge plus a
Si adatom. The diffusion dynamics for Si adatoms is de-
scribed below, and that for DV’s is described above. It
should be emphasized that the diffusion of DV’s to descend-
ing step edges produces recession of those step edges, and
that a sufficient density of DV’s on terraces of the vicinal
surface can potentially result in nucleation and growth of
etch pits.10 Diffusion of Si adatoms to and attachment at step
edges or vacancy pits partly counterbalances the step erosion
or pit growth due to DV’s, as discussed in more detail below.
Dynamics of Si adatoms and their reaction with O. The Si
adatoms, which are created by conversion of SV’s to DV’s,
diffuse along Si dimer rows with a low barrier of EdfSi
=0.67 eV and across such rows with a higher barrier of
EdsSi=1.0 eV, both determined from experiment.30 The
prefactor for such hopping is chosen as Si=1013/ s.We as-
sume that diffusing Si adatoms can cross portions of steps
with SA orientation without interaction, but they are adsorbed
at steps with SB orientation becoming part of the substrate.
This “anisotropic sticking” feature is supported by various
theoretical31 and experimental32,33 studies. In our model,
when a Si adatom reaches a step with SB orientation, it is
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converted into a Si dimer at the step edge with probability
1 /2, and removed with probability 1 /2. This provides a
simple way to treat aggregation which is on average consis-
tent with mass conservation.
The feature that etching produces Si adatoms on the sur-
face as well as DV’s can potentially lead to the formation
of Si adatom “regrowth islands” resulting from aggregation
of these Si adatoms.34 This process is expected to be signifi-
cant at lower T around 300 °C,34 but not at the higher T used
in our study. In our modeling, we do however incorporate the
irreversible aggregation of two Si adatoms to form a Si ad-
dimer. Also, Si adatoms can aggregate with dimers, or clus-
ters of dimers, using the same rule with which we treat ag-
gregation at step edges.
Finally, we discuss the scenario where a diffusing Si ada-
tom meets a diffusing O adatom. In our modeling, instanta-
neous reaction is assumed to occur unless stated otherwise,
producing a SiO which immediately desorbs. The choice of
instantaneous reaction is motivated by the SIMOMM analy-
ses of SiO desorption barriers for unpaired Si atoms, as de-
scribed in Sec. II.
Anisotropic accommodation at step edges. Although im-
plicit in the above rules, it is appropriate to emphasize that
certain features of our model imply effective anisotropic ac-
commodation or incorporation of DV’s at step edges. Per-
haps the most obvious of these features is the anisotropic
diffusion of DV’s preferentially across TB terraces together
with constraint of incorporation only at descending step
edges. These two features imply ready incorporation of DV’s
at the descending SB steps bordering TB terraces. In contrast,
DV diffusion on TA terraces is predominantly parallel to the
descending SA step edge bordering these terraces, so these SA
step edges are not readily reached and eroded. However,
there is another source of anisotropy in DV accommodation,
apart from the differing frequency of reaching descending
step edges. When a DV reaches a step with SB orientation,
overall the system gains a “strong bond,” versus a “weak
bond” upon reaching a step with SA orientation. This feature,
deriving from anisotropic energetics, also implies anisotropic
accommodation preferentially at SB steps at least in the re-
gime of reversible attachment of DV’s at step edges.
Finally, it should be noted that there is also an anisotropy
in aggregation of Si adatoms at step edges as in Si MBE
which partly counterbalances the anisotropy in recession as-
sociated with the DV’s. This anisotropy for Si adatoms ob-
viously follows since in our modeling, SA steps are transpar-
ent to Si adatoms. These adatoms can incorporate at SB steps
from the upper or lower terrace, although the former should
dominate due to anisotropic diffusion. Thus, the enhanced
growth of SB steps relative to SA steps as a result of Si ada-
tom aggregation will partly offset the enhanced erosion of SB
steps as a result of anisotropic DV accommodation. How-
ever, DV-mediated erosion should dominate since DV’s and
Si adatoms are created in equal numbers, but each DV re-
moves two Si atoms from the step edge, whereas each Si
adatom adds only one Si atom.
General comments on rate determination. As indicated
above, wherever possible rates in our modeling are chosen
based on available experimental or theoretical values. Ex-
tensive information is available for Si surface dynamics, but
less is available for oxygen surface dynamics e.g., there is
considerable uncertainty in the value of EO and the details of
oxide nucleation. Some key barriers or interactions e.g.,
ESiO, and the effective Si ad-dimer interactions are treated as
free parameters and adjusted to match relevant observed ex-
perimental behavior. In some cases e.g., SiO desorption or
DV diffusion, prefactors reported in the literature and
adopted here seem unusually high. This possibly reflects a
“compensation effect” due to oversimplified analysis where
both prefactors and barriers may be overestimated, but the
rates are accurate. For our study focusing on 550C, reason-
able estimation of the rates suffices.
Other modeling. It is appropriate to briefly compare our
model described above with previous work. An atomistic
model for etching and oxidation of vicinal Si100 was de-
veloped in Ref. 6 based on units of individual Si atoms. This
model incorporated a detailed description of the equilibrium
structure of the vicinal Si100 surface, even including an-
tiphase boundaries on 100 terraces. These antiphase bound-
aries are ignored in our formulation, since these should not
play a significant role during the etching process. Note that
the treatment in Ref. 6 of the surface energetics is not geared
to providing a precise description of the diffusive transport
for various surface species such as divacancies. However, an
accurate description of transport kinetics should be important
in describing such features of the nonequilibrium surface
morphology as the competition between step-flow etching,
and nucleation and growth of etch pits on terraces. Hence,
the focus of our model development is on an accurate de-
scription of surface diffusion. It should also be noted that the
complexity of the description of the surface in Ref. 6, and
limitations in computing resources at the time of that study,
required that approximations be made in the simulation al-
gorithm which changed the relative rates of various pro-
cesses. In addition, the simulated system and feature sizes
were much smaller than in experiment, which could affect
some aspects of the morphological evolution such as finger
formation and pinch off. These limitations are avoided in our
study.
IV. MODEL BENCHMAKING: PARAMETER
DETERMINATION, REACTION KINETICS, SILICON
SURFACE MORPHOLOGY, AND EVOLUTION
The model analysis and parameter determination de-
scribed first below focuses on reaction kinetics for oxidation
and etching behavior on a flat singular Si100 surface.
i Determination of and sensitivity to SiO desorption bar-
rier. One requirement which we place on our model is to
obtain realistic values for the oxide density Nox for exposure
of Si100 surface to O2 at a temperature of 550 °C for
which we present simulation results in this paper. Thus, to
estimate Nox at 550 °C, we use the experimental Arrhenius
dependence of the oxide island nucleation rate above
600 °C.7 Assuming that this dependence also applies to Nox,
we extrapolate measured values at higher T to obtain the
value at 550 °C. This yields Nox310−4 per surface atom
for two monolayers ML etched at 550 °C. In fact, a similar
value is obtained using our earlier atomistic model,8 which
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simplifies the Si surface dynamics, and which was fit to
higher T data for Nox We find that choosing ESiO=3.23 eV
and SiO=41019/ s reasonably recovers this value for re-
versible nucleation with r=1, whereas choosing, e.g.,
3.20 eV produces significantly lower Nox. Choosing a lower
prefactor would yield a lower activation barrier to recover
the same desorption rate and oxide nucleation behavior a
550 °C.
As an aside, we note that the diffusion length for O on the
surface before desorption as SiO satisfies LO= hOO1/2
where O=1/dSiO is the O lifetime on the surface. Under the
above conditions at 550 °C, one has LO5.5a, far below the
oxide island separation of Lox= Nox−1/260a. Thus, oxide
island nucleation can be regarded as occurring in the regime
of strongly “incomplete condensation:” the diffusing O spe-
cies mediating oxide nucleation and growth typically desorb
as SiO before reaching an oxide island.8,35,36 Recognition
of this feature provides some insight into the dependence of
Nox on key parameters such as EO.8 One caveat with the
above analysis is that the value obtained for LO is quite sen-
sitive to the choice of prefactors and barriers for SiO desorp-
tion and for O diffusion, for which there is considerable un-
certainty. In fact, some experiments suggest a significantly
larger LO.37 However, provided that the desorption barrier for
SiO exceeds the surface diffusion barrier for O which is a
reasonable assumption, then it is clear that LO will decrease
with increasing T.
ii Interplay between oxide nucleation and SiO desorp-
tion rates. The choice of oxide nucleation used above with
r=1 is strongly reversible, the smallest stable cluster requir-
ing four O adatoms. Potentially, by making nucleation more
facile i.e., by decreasing r towards 0, which corresponds to
irreversible oxide island formation, one could still match the
experimental Nox by simultaneously decreasing ESiO thereby
reducing the lifetime of O on the surface. This would imply
nonuniqueness in parameter selection. Indeed, the behavior
of Nox for ESiO=3.23 eV and r=1 up to 0.6 ML etched
choosing T=530 °C and PO2=210−7 Torr can be recov-
ered using ESiO=3.08 eV and r=0.1. However, we find that
the oxygen uptake is much slower for the second choice,
presumably because a significantly smaller lifetime O and
smaller diffusion length LO for O on the surface inhibits
oxide island growth, see Fig. 2. Thus, the requirement of
producing reasonable behavior for both Nox and the oxygen
uptake does narrow the range of viable model parameters.
iii Reaction of O with Si adatoms. In Sec. III, we de-
scribed why fast reaction is expected to occur between ad-
sorbed O and Si adatoms. How significant is this reaction
channel? To test this effect, we perform simulations with and
without this channel operative where for the former we as-
sume instantaneous reaction. The comparison is shown in
Fig. 3 for oxygen uptake at 550 °C and PO2=610−7 Torr.
As expected, uptake is somewhat slower with this reaction
channel operative. However, a minor decrease in the value of
ESiO can recover the same behavior as with the channel in-
operative.
Next, we discuss aspects of model analysis and parameter
determination related to the Si surface, both the morphology
of vicinal surface and the dynamics of etch pit formation.
iv Mesoscale equilibrium step structure on a vicinal
Si(100) surface. Here, we determine effective values for Si
dimer lateral interaction energies which will reasonably re-
produce the observed step structure of vicinal surfaces. If
hx denotes the position or “height” of the step edge or-
thogonal to the direction, x, along the step, then the step
structure is typically quantified by the correlation function38
Gx = hx + xO − hxO2  b2/a	x	
for short separations x . 4.1
Here,   denotes a suitable average e.g., over reference po-
sitions x0 or over time, or over an ensemble of steps and a is
the surface lattice constant. This behavior is consistent with a
random walk type picture of step wandering, where corre-
spondingly b2 is described as the step diffusivity. For larger
FIG. 2. Model predictions at 530 °C and PO2=210−7 Torr for
the oxide cluster density Nox and oxygen uptake inset for two
different parameter choices ESiO=3.23 eV, r=1.0 and ESiO
=3.08 eV, r=0.1 eV. The O coverage is the total coverage from
both oxide islands and isolated diffusing adatoms. These parameter
choices are selected to give comparable initial behavior of Nox. The
decrease in Nox for r=1 compared to r=0.1 above 0.6 layers
etched reflects coalescence effects due to the larger oxide island
area.
FIG. 3. Oxygen uptake curves showing the effect of reaction
between O and Si adatoms. Again, the O coverage is the total cov-
erage from both oxide islands and isolated diffusing adatoms. For
comparison, cases are shown when the Si+O reaction is i “on”
with ESiO=3.22 eV long dash, ii “off” with ESiO=3.22 eV short
dash, and iii “off” with ESiO=3.25 eV solid line.
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separations x along the step, growth of Gx saturates due to
step-step interactions. The diffusivity is mainly controlled by
the kink creation energies w=w /2 and s=s /2 for kinks
on SB steps and SA steps, respectively. Within a terrace-step-
kink model where the energy cost associated with kinks of






which increases strongly with decreasing  i.e., diffusivity
increases with greater ease of kink creation. The step diffu-
sivity is quantified in STM images taken at room tempera-
ture, but presumed to reflect the equilibrium step structure
which is “frozen in” at a higher temperature of about
500 °C.13 The effective values of the kink creation energies
w0.05 eV and s0.2 eV, are chosen so that our model
roughly reproduces the “high” diffusivity of the SB steps, and
the “low” diffusivity of the SA steps on an equilibrated vici-
nal surface.13 These choices imply effective values for inter-
actions of w0.1 eV and s0.4 eV, quoted in Sec. III.
v Characterization of etch pit nucleation. A traditional
far-from-equilibrium picture36,39 of etch pit nucleation
ignores the equilibrium “background” density of DV’s,
and assigns a “small” critical size i such that a new stable
etch pit is created by aggregation of i+1 diffusing DV’s
which themselves are created by etching.8 However, for
high T, one cannot ignore the equilibrium density nDV
eq
exp−w+s, of DV’s created primarily by continual
attachment-detachment at step edges. Specifically, for high
T, the total density nDV of DV’s, which includes a supersatu-
ration component due to etching, may not greatly exceed or
may only slightly exceed nDV
eq
. If nDV is only slightly above
nDV
eq
, then a near-equilibrium formulation of etch pit nucle-
ation is required.40 Indeed for Si MBE on Si100, nucleation
of adatom islands is far from equilibrium with i=1 below
280 °C,30 and near equilibrium around and above 650 °C.40
As an aside, we note that high-T near-equilibrium behavior
can sometimes be effectively mimicked by a far-from-
equilibrium treatment with a small critical size.40 Our previ-
ous treatment of etch pit nucleation at 770 °C was of this
form.8,11
To explore this issue more completely, we have run simu-
lations of etching for various temperatures and monitored the
DV density nDV. Then, nDV is compared with the DV density
in the absence of exposure to oxygen nDV
eq
. We find supersatu-
ration in the presence of etching as characterized by
nDV/nDV
eq 20, 8, and 3, at 500, 550, and 600 °C,
respectively.41 Thus, etch pit nucleation at or below 500 °C
might be described as far from equilibrium, but neither this
far-from-equilibrium picture nor a near-equilibrium picture
applies at 600 °C. Etch pit nucleation should become near
equilibrium by 770 °C.
V. RESULTS FOR MORPHOLOGICAL EVOLUTION
DURING ETCHING OF VICINAL SI(100)
In Fig. 4, we present simulation results from our atomistic
model for the evolution of surface morphologies during etch-
ing and oxidation of vicinal Si100 at 550 °C. All images
are 100100 nm2. The terraces are descending from right to
left. First, Fig. 4a shows results for the equilibrium mor-
phology in the absence of etching. Alternating rough SB steps
and smooth SA steps are evident. Simulations confirm that
steps become smoother at lower T, but behavior at 500 °C
has changed little from 550 °C and matches well experimen-
tal observations shown, e.g., in Ref. 13. Next, in Figs.
4b–4f, we show an etch sequence for PO2=6
10−8 Torr corresponding to roughly 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5
layers of Si removed, respectively. Initially, the SB steps re-
cede much faster than the SA steps, thus disrupting the ap-
proximate equilibrium balance between the populations or
areas of the TA and TB terraces. The development of this
imbalance is due to the anisotropic accommodation of DV’s
at step edges favoring SB step recession, as described in Sec.
III. After etching of about 1 layer, oxide islands have already
formed and soon thereafter begin to pin recession of step
edges. This is most obvious for SB steps, which are not very
stiff,13,32 and which readily bend around oxide islands to
form large protruding “fingers” after further etching. In other
simulations, one can also find examples of “break-away” Si
islands resulting when these fingers pinch off. There is some
transient pinning of much stiffer SA steps, but these tend to
snap off more quickly at the pinning site rather than creating
extended fingers. Consider the large oxide cluster in the
lower left of Fig. 4d around which an SA step is bent. Dur-
ing etching of the next 0.5 ML, this step has broken away
leaving behind a layer of Si under the oxide island, see Fig.
4e. As oxide islands grow larger, pinch-off becomes more
difficult.
During the surface evolution shown in Fig. 4, we have
also monitored the ratio R of the areas of TA to TB terraces
FIG. 4. Simulated images 100100 nm2 of vicinal Si100
surface morphologies. a Equilibrium structure of vicinal Si100
at 550 °C with terraces ascending from left to right separated by
alternating rough SB steps and smooth SA steps. b–f Morpholo-
gies after etching of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 layers of Si at 550 °C with
PO2=610−8 Torr. Note the rapid initial recession of SB steps, and
the subsequent pinning by oxide islands shown as light colored
regions.
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for etching at 550 °C with PO2=610−8 Torr. This ratio at
first increases quickly from its initial value of unity due to
the more rapid recession of SB steps. See the solid symbols in
Fig. 5. This behavior is evident from inspection of Fig. 1a,
where the areas of TA and TB terraces or almost equal, com-
pared with Figs. 4b and 4c where the TB terraces to the
right of the rough SB steps are much narrower. It should also
be noted that the initial degree of anisotropy in step propa-
gation is close to the maximum possible where SA steps are
stationary. In this case, one has
Rmax = 1 + 2etch/1 − 2etch for etch	 0.5 ML etched.
5.1
This result 5.1 assumes an initial R=1 and neglects fluc-
tuations, so R values in our simulations can actually be
larger. After etching of about one layer, the onset of step
pinning by oxide clusters increases again the relative popu-
lation of TB terraces, reducing R towards unity. Thereafter,
the behavior of R becomes more erratic for system sizes
considered here, as it depends on individual pinning events.
To confirm this picture in which the initial rapid increase of
R should be robust, but subsequent behavior more random,
we show results of two independent simulation runs in Fig.
5.
Since anisotropy in propagation of SB and SA steps is a
key feature of both etching and Si MBE, some further dis-
cussion and analysis is appropriate. In Sec. III, we noted that
there are two components producing anisotropy in DV ac-
commodation: anisotropic DV diffusion and anisotropic en-
ergetics. Their relative influence can be assessed by compar-
ing step evolution with and without anisotropic DV diffusion
where, for the latter, we simply switch off the direct path-
way for DV diffusion along dimer rows describe in Sec. III.
Results shown in Fig. 6 reveal that recession of the SB steps
is significantly more rapid with anisotropic DV diffusion:
R4 with anisotropic diffusion, versus much smaller R
1.7 without anisotropic diffusion for 0.25 ML etched. We
have checked the robustness of these results with additional
simulations. It is clear from these results that the degree of
anisotropy in step propagation will decrease smoothly with
decreasing hDVf. We should reiterate that step propagation is
still anisotropic without anisotropic DV diffusion as a con-
sequence of the effect of the anisotropic interactions. Finally,
we have argued that anisotropic incorporation of Si adatoms
should somewhat counterbalance the anisotropy in DV incor-
poration. To check this claim, we have run simulations for a
modified model where the Si adatoms created by SV to DV
conversion are immediately removed from the surface rather
than allowed to diffuse to steps. In this modified model, we
find that the anisotropy in step propagation is somewhat en-
FIG. 5. Evolution of the ratio of the areas of TA and TB terraces
versus number of layers etched at 550 °C with PO2=6
10−8 Torr. Solid symbols are data is taken from the simulation of
Fig. 4. Open symbols are data from an independent simulation. The
initial increase is robust, but subsequent behavior is fluctuation
dominated for systems sizes of the order 100100 nm2, depend-
ing on the details of individual pinning events.
FIG. 6. Analysis of anisotropy in step recession after 0.25 layers
etched at 550 °C with PO2=610−8 Torr: a standard model of
Fig. 4 with anisotropic DV diffusion and anisotropic Si dimer in-
teractions where R4 and b modified model with isotropic DV
diffusion but retaining anisotropic interactions where R1.7.
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hanced relative to the original model as expected.
It is appropriate to explore the consistency of our model
predictions and experimental observations for anisotropy in
step propagation at higher temperature of 600 °C and a
somewhat lower pressure of PO2=210−8 Torr.5 For these
conditions, data from a single experimental run indicates an
initial increase of R which is slower than that described
above at 550 °C, with R2 for 1 /3 ML of Si etched as-
suming that 1 ML etched corresponds to 63 Langmuirs ex-
posure to oxygen.5 Our model prediction of R2.5 with
large fluctuations for 1 /3 ML of etched under these condi-
tions is reasonably consistent with the experimental value in
contrast to the simulation result of R5 at 550 °C, and
Rmax=5, for 1 /3 ML etched as described above.
Next, we examine etching behavior again at 550 °C but
for higher oxygen pressure PO2=810−7 Torr which serves
to enhance the formation of etch pits on terraces relative to
step recession. Figure 7 shows a 100100 nm2 region of a
vicinal Si100 surface revealing a mixed pit-nucleation and
step-flow etching mode. This mode involves an alternation
between nucleation of etch pits on TA terraces where the
dimer rows are parallel to the steps, and pure step recession
on TB terraces where the dimer rows are orthogonal to the
steps. This behavior should be expected since the DV density
will grow higher on the former terraces where DV’s cannot
so easily reach and be incorporated at step edges, and thus
nucleation of etch pits is enhanced. The etch pits tend to be
aligned with the dimer rows, reflecting their preferred equi-
librium elliptical structure.15 Note that the oxygen higher
pressure used in this simulation also produces a substantially
higher density of oxide islands.
For completeness, in Fig. 8, we show simulation results
for etching of a flat singular Si100 surface purely by pit
nucleation and growth also at 550 °C, but for lower PO2
=210−8 Torr to enhance pit size. In general, complete
shape equilibration is not expected on the time scale of
etching,2,8,11 and shape fluctuations are significant. Conse-
quently, pits somewhat irregular although still reflecting their
equilibrium elliptical structure elongated in the direction of
the dimer rows.15 Such irregular pits have been seen in STM
studies of etching on broad terraces.10 We have already ob-
served in Sec. IV that nucleation in this regime is intermedi-
ate between far-from-equilibrium and near-equilibrium. In
addition, we should also note that the details of the nucle-
ation behavior should be impacted by the strong anisotropy
in DV diffusion.42 Furthermore, growth behavior of indi-
vidual pits is expected to be determined by their associated
“capture zones”2,11,43 from which they collect diffusing
DV’s. These capture zones will also reflect anisotropy in DV
diffusion which is presumably much weaker in previous
studies at very high T Refs. 2 and 11.
The various features predicted by our simulation model
are in fact apparent in STM studies of the etching of vicinal
Si100.4,5 The initial preferential etching, i.e., faster reces-
sion, of SB steps is clear, as is their pinning by some sort of
defect site to create fingers and the subsequent break off of
fingers. See particularly Figs. 1 and 2 in Ref. 4, and Fig. 1 in
Ref. 5. Clear evidence is provided that the defect pinning
sites are directly related to oxygen, and are thus reasonably
identified as oxide islands.4,5 The behavior of the ratio R of
TA to TB terrace areas with exposure to oxygen at 600 °C
Ref. 5 is consistent with model predictions, as discussed
above. An image of mixed-mode growth can be found in
Ref. 12.
VI. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Often etching or erosion processes are regarded as the
inverse of growth. Thus, it is instructive to compare morpho-
logical evolution described above for etching of vicinal
Si100 with growth modes and morphologies for MBE of
atomic Si on vicinal Si100. One finds various growth re-
FIG. 7. Simulation image 100100 nm2 showing alternating
formation of etch pits indicated by arrows on TA terraces and step
flow across TB terraces at 550 °C and PO2=810−7 Torr. Light
colored regions are small oxide islands, which occur at higher
density than in Fig. 4.
FIG. 8. Simulation image 100100 nm2 showing etching of a
flat Si100 surface at 550 °C with PO2=210−8 Torr. The irregu-
lar etch pits are elongated along the dimer row direction which is
horizontal in this image.
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gimes for Si MBE.14,29 i Island nucleation at low T of
300 °C. ii A mixed growth mode at 450 °C initially in-
volving step flow of adatoms across TB terraces to rapidly
advancing SB steps, and island nucleation on TA terraces. iii
Step flow at 500 °C and high flux, where SB steps almost
catch up to SA steps creating near-double length TB terraces
separated by imperfect biatomic steps. Such steps are SA-like
in the sense that they cannot efficiently capture adatoms, so
the adatom density builds up producing some island nucle-
ation and a decrease in the relative population of TB terraces.
iv Pure step flow at 500 °C for low flux and at higher T,
although perfect bistable steps do not form due to weak pin-
ning effects or due to entropic step repulsion, which is
dominant above 580 °C.
Thus, the more rapid advance of SB steps in MBE, and the
corresponding enhancement of TB relative to TA terrace
population, is analogous to behavior seen in etching. Step
flow growth would be observed in etching at 550 °C or
above for lower PO2 if not for the strong pinning effects of
oxide islands. The weak pinning effects in MBE produce
rather different “fatter finger” morphologies than in etching.
Entropic step repulsion will also be significant for etching at
high enough T. The mixed mode growth in MBE at 450 °C
mimics that in etching at 550 °C for higher PO2. The shift of
these growth modes to higher T for etching relative to
MBE reflects the larger activation barrier for DV diffusion
relative to Si adatom diffusion.
More recent studies of Si MBE on Si100 argue that
anisotropic diffusion produces an effective inverse ES barrier
which induces a step bunching instability.44 Such subtle in-
stabilities could in principle occur for etching, but in practice
they do not have a chance to develop in our study as the
surface morphology is dominated by strong pinning effects.
An even closer analogy with etching of Si100 is pro-
vided by studies of step recession during ion sputtering of
Si100,45 since sputtering produces surface vacancies which
can nucleate vacancy pits at lower T, or diffuse to and erode
steps at higher T. Sputtering may produce other surface ad-
species which play a role in surface evolution, although de-
tailed characterization is not available. For sputtering, faster
retraction of SB steps and dominance of TA terraces is ob-
served, just as in etching. It has been argued that anisotropic
accommodation of vacancies beyond just anisotropy in dif-
fusion is required for this behavior.46
In summary, our atomistic modeling of the etching and
oxidation of vicinal Si100, while still simplifying some as-
pects of the process, has been quite successful in generating
the main features of the evolving surface morphology as seen
in STM studies. Anisotropic energetics guarantees distinct
features of smooth SA and rough SB steps. The kinetic model
recovers the fast retraction of SB steps due to the anisotropic
accommodation of DV’s at step edges favoring SB steps.
Oxide islands pin the receding step edges. SB steps, which
are not very stiff, readily bend around these creating ex-
tended fingers, one of the most dramatic features of the STM
images. For higher etching rates and also for lower T, our
modeling predicts a mixed mode of etching with island
nucleation on TA terraces and step flow across TB terraces to
SB steps. This feature was dependent on anisotropic DV
diffusion. In contrast, the existence of an island nucleation
regime in the MBE modeling required formation of bi-
atomic steps with low sticking coefficients for Si adatoms as
this simplified modeling did not incorporate anisotropic
diffusion.29
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APPENDIX A: KMC ALGORITHM
Our kinetic Monte Carlo KMC simulation algorithm for
the atomistic LG model of Sec. IV is primarily based on a
Bortz-type rejection free approach,47 where for each process
occurring with a specific rate, one maintains a corresponding
list of eligible species. Then, at each KMC step, one chooses
randomly from entries in these lists, weighted by the appro-
priate rates. Thus, we maintain lists of isolated Si adatoms,
divacancies, and O adatoms, and of O adatoms with one
neighboring O each of which has a distinct diffusion rate.
In addition, we maintain lists of isolated and step edge ad-
dimers for each of the eight possible lateral coordinations
since the hop rate depends on this coordination.
One complication is that the hop rates for Si ad-dimers
also depend on the direction of the hop, and whether it is
intralayer or interlayer. Rather than maintaining separate
sublists for these different possibilities which would require
significantly more book keeping, we implement these pro-
cesses with the correct physical rates by accepting some de-
gree of rejection as follows. For each of the above eight
classes of ad-dimers, a maximal hop rate is initially as-
signed given by  exp−Edf +nw+ns. Then the actual
move will be executed with probability of 1, exp−Eds
−Edf, or exp−1/2Eds−Edf, when hops are i intra-
layer and along the direction of dimer row, ii intralayer and
orthogonal to the dimer row, and iii interlayer, respectively.
As described in Sec. III, we set Edf =1.0 eV and Eds
=1.3 eV. In a sense, the penalty for the initial choice diffu-
sion barrier which may be too low is the possibility that the
eventual move would be rejected.
Finally, we note that our simulations used periodic bound-
ary conditions in the direction of the steps, and skewed pe-
riodic boundary conditions in the direction orthogonal to the
steps. For the latter, an adspecies exiting from the higher
terrace on the right of the simulation images in Figs. 4 and 6,
or 7, will reenter on the lower terrace on the left.
APPENDIX B: OTHER MODEL REFINEMENTS
The model described in Sec. IV does not incorporate a
pathway for reaction of O with isolated diffusing Si ad-
dimers other than by depositing on top of them. This path-
way which might have reduced barrier ESiO	ESiO, could
be significant as such ad-dimers are continually generated by
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detachment from step edges. Such an enhanced pathway in-
troduces an additional parameter into the model. Thus, rather
than perform a comprehensive analysis of this extended
model, we just consider the case where the overall reaction
rate for this pathway is comparable to that of the standard
pathway. We also require that the total etch rate is compa-
rable to that in the model of Sec. IV. We then ask if there is
any discernable difference in the etch morphologies?
To select parameters in the extended model to achieve
the desired behavior, we note that the density per site of
diffusing Si ad-dimers has the form exp−w+s, so
the overall etch rate from reaction with these has the form
exp−ESiO
* +w+s, which should be compared with
exp−ESiO from the standard pathway. Thus, we choose
ESiO
*
=ESiO−w−s. Since we have two comparable path-
ways, we also increase barriers for both pathways by a small
amount to reduce the rate for each by a factor of two. Then,
simulation of the extended model reveals oxide cluster den-
sity and oxygen uptake behavior essentially identical to the
standard model of Sec. IV as desired. Furthermore, exami-
nation of the etch morphologies reveals no significant differ-
ence from those of the standard model.
Next, we comment on the treatment of nucleation of oxide
islands, including possible enhanced nucleation at step
edges. Our treatment of oxide nucleation is somewhat ad
hoc, and certainly more input on atomistic energetics for this
process would help to refine the modeling. Nonetheless, we
can reasonably describe the observed oxide island density
and oxygen uptake. However, the modeling presented here
has not included a mild enhancement of nucleation of oxide
islands at step edges, a feature quantified in one experimental
study.37 This feature has been implemented in our modeling,
but does not significantly change the behavior described in
this study. Finally, we note that our modeling, similar to that
of Ref. 6, does not produce the degree of saturation of the
oxide island density observed in experiment. One possibility
to closer match the latter would be to reduce the oxygen
diffusion barrier so as to increase LO to a value comparable
to the observed oxide island separation as this would inhibit
oxide island nucleation.
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